Every day millions of couples go from dating, to engagement to marriage.
and Wwhat is supposed to be wedded bliss, a wonderful time for the lovers,
ends up being a nightmare for the mother of the groom. From the moment,
the daughter-in-lawbride-elect is introduced to her future mother-in-law,

Commented [HP1]: Not daughter in law yet

mom Mom has assesseds everything about her from the mints she pops in

Commented [HP2]: When used in place of a name, Mom
needs to be capitalized. Just saying "my/his mom" does not.

her mouth, the size shoes she wears, the outdated or “whorish” clothing

Commented [HP3]: Since it's only Mom's opinion, not the
truth, I used quotes.

she wearschooses, to anythe other little thing Mom dislikes and things that
causes her to break out in hives. Having A new bride thinks she has a
mother-in-law who is sweet and loving one minute and makes you her feel

Commented [HP4]: Previous sentence refers to bride as
her, this one says you. Changed for consistency.

like a true daughter, only to find out, mMom has been saying things behind
your her back to your her husband. This is confusingcan be devastating for
many daughters-in-law’s who haveend up missinged the clues to mMama’s
deceptive, manipulative, controlling, seductive, entrapping and/or betraying
ways. Good old mom Mom is not going to let her son out of her sight or
allow another woman ( who happens to be his wife) control him. A motherin-law that is a six lays down the law early on, which many daughters-in-law
tend to ignore. My intentions are to teach you how to manage the
relationship with your mother-in-law, so that she does not destroy your
marriage.

Commented [HP5]: OK or too strong?

Every day millions of couples go from dating to engagement to marriage. What is
supposed to be wedded bliss, a wonderful time for the lovers, ends up being a
nightmare for the mother of the groom. From the moment the bride-elect is introduced to
her future mother-in-law, Mom assesses everything about her from the mints she pops
in her mouth, the size shoe she wears, the outdated or “whorish” clothing she chooses,
to any other little thing Mom dislikes and that causes her to break out in hives. A new
bride thinks she has a mother-in-law who is sweet and loving and makes her feel like a
true daughter, only to find out Mom has been saying things behind her back to her
husband. This can be devastating for daughters-in-law who have missed the clues to
Mama’s deceptive, manipulative, controlling, seductive, entrapping and/or betraying
ways. Good old Mom is not going to let her son out of her sight or allow another woman
(who happens to be his wife) control him. A mother-in-law that is a six lays down the law
early on, which many daughters-in-law tend to ignore. My intentions are to teach you
how to manage the relationship with your mother-in-law so she does not destroy your
marriage.

